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Help us solve the puzzle of peers in the workforce
We invite you to take our Education, Compensation, and Satisfaction Survey
We are conducting a survey of education, compensation, and satisfaction among peer support
providers (by any title, employed or volunteer, full or part time).
We are also seeking information from organizations that hire peer support providers. Information
collected from these surveys will help us to better determine the current state of peers in the
workforce, and results will be featured in journal articles.
Share your piece of the puzzle and invite your peers and organizations to do the same!

Peer Support Provider survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Peer_EdCompSat
Agency survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Agency_EdCompSat

For more, visit: http://inaops.org/2014-survey-of-education-compensation-and-satisfaction

Updated Report Available
PEER SPECIALIST TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
PROGRAMS: A NATIONAL OVERVIEW - UPDATED!
As of March 2014, 38 states and the District of Columbia
have established programs to train and certify peer
specialists and 8 states are in the process of developing
and/or implementing a program.
This report provides details about current peer specialist
training and certification initiatives.
http://blogs.utexas.edu/mental-health-institute/files/2014/07/Peer-Specialist-Training-and-CertificationPrograms-A-National-Overview-2014-Update.pdf
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Our Next Free Webinar - Save the Date! Friday, August 29
Workplace Bullying
The next iNAPS/Optum webinar will be on Friday August 29, 2014 from
12:00 noon – 1:00 pm. The topic is Workplace Bullying – surviving the
attack of the workplace bully by accomplished presenter Susan Meekof.
Access information and additional details will be posted on the webinar
page of our website. http://inaops.org/free-webinar-series/

Recorded webinars:
•
•
•

April’s Webinar: Guided Tour of the iNAPS Recovery to Practice training for experienced
peer supporters http://youtu.be/I4OymMprBQY
May’s Webinar: Self-Disclosure for Peer Support providers and other disciplines.
http://youtu.be/sWRpMGRG6NU
June’s Webinar: Stress: The Deadly Plague (applicable to all professions).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLfGl0T1X_Y&feature=youtu.be

To access the links and presentation slides and other information from these and other past
webinars, visit the webinar page on our site: http://inaops.org/free-webinars-past.

Our Free Webinar Series is made
possible by….
Once again, we thank Peter Ashenden and Optum for
continued support of this webinar series. Without their generous donation of time and
technology, we could not offer these webinars to you free of charge.

You tell us!
Our webinars are well attended and raise many issues
(sometimes with more questions than answers) about peer
support. We are always looking for topics related to peer support
practice. If you have expertise in a particular area, you may even
be a future webinar presenter. To suggest a topic, describe in a
few brief sentences what it is and why it is important for peer
supporters. Send your suggestion(s) to Executive Director Steve
Harrington at: steve@naops.org.
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Featured Article

Oppression Hinders
Peer Organizations and
Services
*
Steve Harrington

Fear, I’m afraid to say, is the source of all cruelties.
--Maya Angelou
As the peer support profession matures, challenges arise; just as other professions have
experienced in their development. In recent years, research has validated the effectiveness and
value of peer support and the profession continues to grow at an astounding rate.
But, like a new kid in a neighborhood, others are trying to determine who we are, what
we do and how we do it. This uncertainty fosters uneasiness if not outright fear among
established behavioral health disciplines and policymakers. Unfortunately, reports seem to be
more frequent from around the country of “circling of wagons” as the peer workforce becomes
more established.
What this means is that uncertainty about how those with lived expertise “fit” in the
workplace and the overall healthcare picture is generating a defensive posture; especially when
it comes to how peer support is defined and implemented. This, of course, is a natural and
understandable reaction.
There are two types of oppression that result: systemic and economic. Because of these
oppressive factors, the peer support profession will not truly become its own, independent
profession until the oppression is recognized,
called what it is, and corrected. Unless we—
Two types of oppression result:
peer supporters and allies—find the courage to
systemic and economic…
challenge the status quo, our profession will
continue to be controlled by bureaucrats and
…peer support will not truly
administrators deep in uncertainty and fear.
become its own independent
If we compare our profession to others,
profession until the oppression
we readily see financial disparities. Peer support
is recognized, called what it is,
programs are too often left with crumbs at the
and corrected.
end of budgeting processes. And we see
ourselves controlled when government officials
create training curricula or determine which training entities are competent. Do states create
curricula for psychologists, psychiatrists or even plumbers? No. The presumption appears to be
that persons with lived experience are incapable of creating and delivering such curricula.
Unfortunately, many of these state-developed curricula lack meaningful input from persons
with lived experience. In other cases, states mandate a single vendor for peer support training.
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Some suggest the peer workforce is experiencing an extension of latent and longstanding bias against people with psychiatric and/or substance use disorders. For example, it is
all too common for staff from other professions to supervise peer supporters. In what other
professions is this found? Do we see psychiatrists supervising the practices of social workers,
psychologists or case managers?
The good news is that people with psychiatric and/or substance use disorders are
engaging in recovery journeys that allow them to reclaim or develop powerful skills. The bad
news is that people are getting better, leaving traditional services, becoming meaningful and
productive citizens and advocates. Whether the news is good or bad depends upon your
perspective.
If you value the power and potential of humanity, the news is certainly good. Seeing
people overcome serious life challenges and entering or re-entering society, leaving
entitlements and services behind and living in the communities of their choice are indeed
heartening.
But if you are insecure in your role in society and workplace—particularly in human
services—then the reality of recovery and the important role peer support plays, it can be
frightening, indeed. After all, especially in the public sector, there is a financial incentive to
“keep people sick.” When people are “sick,” they need government-funded services. When
they engage in recovery, people with even the most severe and chronic (such as schizophrenia)
psychiatric conditions can find themselves leaving publicly funded assistance and working and
living successfully in our communities.
In this way, there is an incentive to retain traditional service models even though they
may rob people of hope and keep them “sick” enough to qualify for services. And there is a
subjective aspect. With a physical illness, such as a
broken bone, there are tests and X-rays that reveal the
physical state of an individual. But with mental health
But with mental health
especially, wellness is
especially, wellness is subjective. With a flick of a pen,
subjective. With a flick of a
a person can be deemed “ill” and in need of services.
pen, a person can be
If one is tied to traditional service models,
deemed “ill” and in need of
recovery is, indeed, a frightening paradigm. Study after
services.
study has shown that such interventions as peer
support in some contexts can be at least, if not more,
effective than services provided by traditional human
service professionals. If you are one of those professionals (such as case managers and social
workers) you could—and perhaps should—feel threatened. But the threat is not peer support.
The threat is to traditional services; the manner in which they are provided and where.
What does this have to do with peer-operated services? Fear means oppression. The
discrimination, prejudice and bias are as every bit oppressive as that found in racial and ethnic
discrimination. The only difference is that of skin color and/or culture. The oppression is every
bit as real and discriminatory.
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Those of us with psychiatric and/or substance use disorders are an oppressed class of
citizens. Although there are laws that protect our confidentiality and rights to employment and
education, * there exists an invisible—but no less real—oppression best seen in the funding of
peer operated services. It is the same economic
oppression experienced, and continues, by ethnic and
racial minorities in this country.
Those of us with
psychiatric and/or
Peers are included on boards, task forces,
substance use disorders
committees and other policy-making entities but,
are an oppressed class of
unfortunately, it is too often more fashion than
citizens.
substance. We find ourselves “tokens” without a
meaningful voice; silenced by a majority of fearful
bureaucrats committed to the status quo.

… there exists an
invisible—but no less
real—oppression best seen
in the funding of peer-

Peer operated services and organizations
experience an insidious discrimination best evidenced
by the way funding is distributed. Federal and state
funding is often granted to academic institutions or
traditional service providers. For example, we have seen anti-stigma initiatives funded heavily
but peers see little, if any, of those funds as peers are expected to volunteer their stories in
personal appearances.
We have also seen funds used by agencies to support programs, such as Mental Health
First Aid, that would be far better suited for peer-operated endeavors. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars become windfalls for traditional service entities at the expense of peer-operated
organizations.
The International Association of Peer Supporters (iNAPS) is regularly asked to provide
information about members, including our 3,500+ listserv. While the association usually has the
data requested, the requesters are from universities, non-profit or for-profit organizations with
no peer involvement and heavily funded to study our profession.
Recently, one research organization asked for 1) access to the iNAPS listserv, 2) data
regarding the current state of the workforce and 3) a comprehensive report written by
association leadership. When questioned, the organization revealed they had received a federal
grant for the research project and was asking for association assistance on a voluntary basis.
When the organization was informed that iNAPS did indeed have the information
sought but it would not be provided, a representative said she felt it was the association’s
“duty” to fulfill their requests as a non-profit organization.
The iNAPS informed the representative that other, non-peer organizations had recently
received federal grants to study our profession and she should consult those other
organizations. “But those organizations don’t have the reach of iNAPS. We need reliable data.”
“I feel your pain,” she was told. “But based on allocation of funds, the federal agencies
appear to be fully satisfied with less reliable information even though it comes from little or no
actual field input.”
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“But it was our funder who said we should rely on iNAPS for information. You HAVE to
give it to us.”
“Let me be certain I understand correctly. You are asking iNAPS to provide data and
write a report on a voluntary basis and for which you will be paid.”
“Yes.”
“The federal government has made promises but never funded iNAPS’ workforce
development initiatives. If your funder is really committed to the peer workforce, peers should
be conducting the research, supervising and operating
the programs, doing the work, and paid for doing so.”
The balance is difficult.
While we want researchers
to explore and discover the
value of peer supporters,
we do not want to be
exploited in the process.

The balance is difficult. While we want
researchers to explore and discover the value of peer
supporters, we do not want to be exploited in the
process.

Funds that “trickle down” to peer-operated
programs are often fraught with “strings attached.” For
example, we have seen community mental health
agencies provide funds to peer-operated organizations
only if they consent to oversight by traditional service providers in traditional manners.
Too often, traditional service providers tout their “recovery orientation” but only pay
peer staff minimal wages for menial work such as cleaning, office support and security.
The scarcity of funds for peer-operated services has another insidious effect. Peer
organizations become keenly competitive for the funds that are available. In the process, they
sometimes become divided and instead of collaborating, they end up criticizing one another.
This “divide and conquer” strategy is one used by oppressors effectively throughout history.
Competition for funds also leads to “mission drift” where peer organizations move their
focus away from their primary mission in order to obtain funding just to keep the organization
alive. We have seen peer organizations make such moves so dramatic over time that they
become unrecognizable as peer or recovery-oriented
organizations and, instead, become virtual grantHe who allows oppression
writing and grant-based organizations leaving peer
shares the crime.
and recovery values behind.
In Pedagogy of Oppression, philosopher Paolo
--Desiderius Erasmus
Friere analyzes oppression and how the invisibility of
economic oppression is used by those in power. He
also notes how the oppressed, when granted a measure of power, sometimes become
oppressors. We have seen that, too, in behavioral health.
Peers too often become “co-opted” and perpetuate the status quo. Some peers with the
ability to advance the peer and recovery movements sometimes yield to the pressure of inertia
(“We’ve always done things this way, why change?”) and colleagues.
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The result is that these peers talk the talk but fail to walk the walk. Nothing is more
disheartening and frustrating and robs peer-operated organizations of hope.
What can we do? As advocates we must be cognizant of the funding mechanisms and
processes. We must always be vigilant, scrutinize and speak out. We must no longer be afraid
to recognize and draw attention to economic oppression. We must use forceful language, if we
must, to shame those in power for their actions they deem “recovery oriented” but, in reality,
perpetuate the status quo and prevent us from taking our rightful and appropriate roles in
service provision.
We must arm ourselves not only with expert advocacy skills but with the growing body
of solid research that reveals the effectiveness of the peer workers. A growing body of research
shows many millions of dollars can be saved through the peer workforce. We must be ready to
challenge the economic disincentives to recovery and long-held policies and organizational
cultures that result in inadequate services and human suffering.
Systemic oppression is also found in Medicaid policies and regulations. In many states,
peer supporters are required to be supervised by “licensed professionals” from other
disciplines. This is akin to a requirement that psychologists be supervised by social workers,
case managers, nurses, psychiatrists or others unlikely to be familiar with another profession’s
values and practice standards. In how many cases do we see one profession responsible for
supervising another?
In other aspects of Medicaid regulations, one can find rampant ignorance of peer
support roles and practices—roles and practices that offer millions of dollars in savings of
taxpayers’ dollars in an effort to maintain the status quo. Unfortunately, that status quo means
the perpetuation of inadequate services that keep
people ill and retain the inefficiencies of a broken
Let us question, anger,
system.
frustrate and embarrass those
It is time for us to call our challenges what they
who write checks and, under
are: “oppression.” And it is time to ask those who
the guise of good intentions,
would keep us powerless if they see themselves as the
oppress peer endeavors.
oppressors they are.
Will we make some people uncomfortable? Of course. But I learned long ago that if no
one is complaining, it means you aren’t doing anything.
Let us question, anger, frustrate and embarrass those who write checks and, under the
guise of good intentions, oppress peer endeavors. After all, it is not about a particular peer
organization or service. It is about doing what is morally right for those most in need. It is about
sleeping well at night knowing we have fought the good fight—win or lose—but realizing our
mission is about much more than our individual needs and desires.
Laws such as the Americans with Disabilities Act appear powerful but have significant
flaws. Not least of which is the fact that it costs $200 to file a lawsuit under this act, which does
not include attorney’s fees. And it may take more than two years before a preliminary hearing.
Also, these laws usually do not apply to the federal government and federal employees.
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Become knowledgeable. Learn about local, state and federal policies and practices that
oppress the peer workforce. Take the time
and effort necessary to frame arguments
Organize. Power lies not in state
accurately and powerfully.
officials and those in authority. It lies
Be prepared for a long and often
frustrating battle fraught with deception.

within the followers--us. We have
the power to expose corruption,
wasteful spending and the
oppression they prefer we overlook.

Identify and embrace allies. Indeed,
there are many from other disciplines who
are neither peers or peer supporters yet know
the value of our profession. As allies, they provide valuable insight from their varied
perspectives and sometimes open doors otherwise shut tight.

Organize. Power lies not in state officials and those in authority. It lies within the
followers—us. We have the power to expose corruption, wasteful spending and the oppression
they prefer we overlook. It is time to be vocal and use social media to bring us together to force
the changes so desperately needed.
The ultimate tragedy is not the
We CAN and MUST take risks and boldly
oppression and cruelty by the
expose the oppression we observe and experience.
bad people but the silence by
If nothing changes, everything stays the same. And
the good people.
unless we challenge oppressive practices and
policies, things will indeed stay the same and we will
--Martin Luther King, Jr.
have only ourselves to blame.

*

Steve Harrington is the Executive Director of the International Association of Peer Supporters
but wishes to be clear that this article does not necessarily reflect the views and positions of that
organization. The opinions expressed here are his alone.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
It is often easier to become outraged by injustice half a world away than by oppression and
discrimination half a block from home. ~ Carl T. Rowan
Powerful video. Click to play.
This YouTube video depicts a story of compassion
and innovation (in Germany)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0gA2mxbjSY
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Preliminary Conference Schedule
Monday and Tuesday October 13 and 14, 2014

8th Annual National Peer Support Conference
Changing Times,
Changing
Monday,
Oct. 13 Profession
Sheraton Gateway Hotel Atlanta Airport,
1900 Sullivan Road Atlanta, GA, 30337

8:00-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast (complimentary)

9:00-9:20 a.m.

Welcome, Introductions, Conference Overview (plenary session)

9:20-10:30 a.m.

Opening Keynote—Larry Davidson, Ph.D., Yale University (Program
for Recovery and Community Health); History of Peer Support,
Challenges for the Future (plenary session)

10:30-10:45 a.m.

Refreshment Break (complimentary)

10:45-11:40 a.m.

Anthony Stratford, Mind Australia, and Anne Beales, Together,
United Kingdom--Peer Support Around the World
(plenary session)

11:40 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Allen Daniels and Peter Ashenden—Strategic Decisions for the Peer
Support Profession (plenary session)

12:30-1:45 p.m.

Lunch—On Your Own

1:45-2:50 p.m.

Panel Discussion on Self-Disclosure—plenary session

2:50-3:00 p.m.

Switch Break

3:00-4:10 p.m.

Workshops (3 breakout sessions)

4:10-4:20 p.m.

Switch Break

4:20-5:30 p.m.

Workshops (3 breakout sessions)

7-8 p.m.

iNAPS Annual Membership Meeting
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Tuesday, Oct. 14
8:00-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast (complimentary)

9:00-9:10 a.m.

Welcome Back!

9:10-10:00 a.m.

Keynote—Mark Ragins, M.D., Psychiatrist, The Village of Los
Angeles—Recovery Advocacy Then and Now (plenary session)

10:00-11:00 a.m.

Steve Ford—(plenary session)

11:00-11:15 a.m.

Refreshment Break (complimentary)

11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Larry Fricks—Peer Support Pioneer—Where We Are, Where We
Can Go—(plenary session)

12:30-2 p.m.

Lunch (On Your Own)

2-3:15 p.m.

Workshops (3 breakout sessions)

3:15-3:30 p.m.

Switch Break

3:30-4:45 p.m.

Workshops (3 breakout sessions)

4:45-5 p.m.

Switch Break

5-5:30 p.m.

Awards, Closing (plenary session)
See our conference page for updates!
http://inaops.org/2014-national-conference

Video Invitation to the Conference from Steve Harrington

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxMAkbQrDt4
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National Conference
Plenary Speaker Lineup
Steve Ford is the son of former president and first lady Gerald and Betty Ford.
He is an accomplished actor and rodeo star. Ford relates to peer support as he
has not only dealt with the addiction challenges of his famous mother but
himself as well. His presentation promises to be inspirational and we are excited
to bring him to our conference
Larry Fricks is recognized as a peer support pioneer and his work has brought
peer support throughout the U.S. and internationally. Fricks is Director of the
Appalachian Consulting Group and a powerful advocate for whole health (mind
and body) care. He will share insights about peer support in his personable,
humorous way.
Mark Ragins, M.D., is the founding psychiatrist at The Village in Long Beach,
Calif. The Village, operated by MHA-Los Angeles, is an innovator in addictions
and mental health services. Ragins has been a recovery advocate since 1990 by
promoting humanistic and integrated approaches. His articles on recovery have
become popular reading for all healthcare disciplines.
Anthony Stratford is an executive at Mind Australia, Australia’s largest provider
of mental health services. Stratford has traveled the globe to advocate for peer
support. Together with Anne Beales, of the United Kingdom, Anthony will share
what he has learned from around the world and a new initiative to create a
global peer support charter.
Allen Daniels is a healthcare consultant who has been instrumental in helping
organizations chart courses that include peer support. Daniels is a “critical
thinker” who will share his vision about future decisions for the peer support
profession. He will be joined by Peter Ashenden, Director of Consumer Affairs
for Optum.
Larry Davidson is a professor of psychology and Director of the Program for
Recovery & Community Health at Yale University. He is also the Director of the
SAMHSA-funded Recovery to Practice Project. He is an inspirational and highly
entertaining speaker. In a recent interview, Larry said he focused much of his
career on understanding peer support because it is one of the few really new
advances made in the field in the last 30 years. It promises to revolutionize all of
behavioral health, and it is such a positive, if difficult, enterprise that is much
more interesting, and gratifying, than most other topics in mental health.
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What Else is Happening in Atlanta that Week?
Pre/Post Conference Institutes - Schedule of Events on Sunday & Wednesday (Oct. 12 & 15)
These events are IN ADDITION TO the conference and additional fees are required for
participation, paid to their respective organizers. The event below occurs on both days.

“Leaders, Follows and Pesky Dead
Rabbits”—Finding your place as a
leader and/or follower as we advocate
for change. (See registration page in
this issue for details).

Pre-Conference Institutes, Sunday, Oct. 12 only
2 half-day institutes—Recovery Coaching and Recognizing the Emerging Leader in You –
offered by Recovery Opportunity Center (See registration page in this issue for details)
“Peer Support and the Arts”—Discover how the arts can enhance your peer support
practice. (See description in this issue for details)
Kings Park Film Screening—No Cost—7-10 p.m.
In-Conference Institute, planned on Oct. 13 or 14
Innovative Peer Specialists …
Using Arts and Creativity (a three- hour workshop)
Co-presenters: Gayle Bluebird, RN, Peer Services Director and Franzswa Watson, Peer Services Educator
This workshop will explore the many ways in which peers can utilize the
arts to enhance their own and other’s wellness and healing. Knowledge
will be shared about the ways in which people benefit from the arts
and research that is proving it. A panel of successful artists, writers,
performers will share their stories on a panel presentation. Then the
fun begins when everyone has the opportunity to do arts activities, all
easy to do, and fun, as well as replicable to use by peer specialists with
people they serve. Come join us!!
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Post-Conference Institutes, Wed., Oct. 15 and beyond
Wednesday, Oct. 15
Full-day institute – Advanced Skills for the Next Level -- Recovery Opportunity Center
Half-day institute – We Do Talk about Diagnosis and Treatment in Peer Support – DBSA
Wednesday, Oct. 15 through Saturday, Oct. 18
Four-day training – Recovery to Practice Next Steps iNAPS/DBSA
Sunday, Oct. 19
One-day facilitator training following the completion of Next Steps – iNAPS/DBSA

To Register Online:
https://2014-inaps-conf-atlanta.eventbrite.com

For updates on the conference:
http://www.inaops.org/2014-national-conference

Video Recommendation of the Month
In this TED Talk, writer Andrew Solomon
speaks with passion and clarity about how
our experiences with adversity give our
lives meaning and make us who we are.
Search for this great presentation by
Andrew Solomon on TED or click here:
http://www.ted.com/talks/andrew_solomon_how_the_worst_moments_in_our_lives_make_us_who_we_are
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PRE/POST CONFERENCE INSTITUTES
Leaders, Followers, and Pesky Dead Rabbits
Are you a leader? A follower? Or, do you like to keep
things exactly as they are?
Whatever role you prefer, Recover Resources is
offering a two-day institute in conjunction with the
National Peer Support Conference to explore your
potential in the workplace or community. Click to
view an overview of the institute by Steve:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQxNW-NChZ0

What will be covered?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different approaches to leadership
Identifying and maximizing strengths
Compensating for weaknesses
The benefits of being a follower
Characteristics of a skilled follower
Third Alternative Thinking—a way to enable everyone to “win” without compromise
How recovery principles can be applied to leaders and followers
How to use what is experienced in the institute to become an effective leader or follower
Dealing with those who resist change
Understanding the relationship dynamics of leaders, followers and dead rabbits

This institute will be
conducted in a participatory,
interactive manner with large and
small group discussions, role
plays and other activities.
Participants will explore their own
strengths and weaknesses and
discover how those attributes can
result in effective leadership or
followership. Participants will see
how recovery and peer support
principles can (and should) be
used in leadership and
followership roles.

Learn, explore
and discover in a
fun, interactive
way!

The institute will be facilitated by Steve Harrington, Executive Director of the International
Association of Peer Supporters and part of the faculty of Boston University’s Global
Leadership Institute. This institute will be based on Steve’s new book on peer leadership.
Participants will receive a complimentary copy of the book plus supplementary materials. But
the “meat” of the institute will be interactivity that will enable participants to examine, explore,
discover and apply the gifts, talents and skills they already possess.
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PRE/POST CONFERENCE INSTITUTE

Leaders, Followers, and Pesky
De a d Ra b b i t s
October 12 & 15, 2014
Sheraton Airport Gateway Hotel, Atlanta
This leadership institute will be conducted on two days—the day before and the day
after the national peer support conference (Oct. 12 & 15). Lunch and refreshment
breaks will be offered each day. Participants are responsible for their own travel, lodging
and other meals.
The cost of the full two-day institute is $95. This cost is NOT included in the registration
fee for the national peer supporter conference. Payment must be made with this
registration through Recover Resources.
Due to the interactive nature of this institute, the number of participants is limited. Once your
registration is accepted, you will receive a confirmation letter and additional information.
Because seating is so limited, register now (or as soon as possible) to avoid disappointment!

REGISTRATION (Please Print VERY Clearly)
Name ___________________________________________________________________
Street Address ____________________________________________________________
City ______________________ State or Province __________ Postal Code____________
E-Mail Address (If available)___________________________________________________
Telephone (Including area code)_______________________________________________
Method of payment ($95 per person) ____ Check enclosed (payable to “Recover Resources)
____ Credit or Debit Card
Card # ________________________________
Expiration Date _________________________
(month/year—XX/XXXX)

Questions? Contact Steve at: (616) 773-8866
Mail completed form to: Recover Resources, PO Box 67, Trufant, MI 49347
Or send to: Steve@RecoverResources.com | Fax: (616) 233-0832

Recover Resources (http://www.recoverresources.com)
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PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTE
Recovery Opportunity Center (ROC)
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PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTE
Recovery Opportunity Center (ROC)
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POST-CONFERENCE INSTITUTE
Recovery Opportunity Center (ROC)
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POST-CONFERENCE INSTITUTES

Wednesday, October 15, 2014 (1/2 Day Institute)
9:00 AM until 12:00 PM
“We DO talk about that: Diagnosis, Treatments, and the Role of Peer Support.”
Peer specialists are not clinicians, and they can play a key role in supporting their peers in
choosing and getting the most out of treatment. Participants will learn more about a range of
mental health treatments and explore ways in which peer specialists can appropriately support
others in this venue. See the DBSA Peer Specialist Advanced Training website at
http://www.dbsalliance.org/site/PageServer?pagename=education_training_peer_specialist_advanced or send email to
training@dbsalliance.org

Next Steps for Experienced Peer Support Providers
Continuing Education and Facilitator Training

October 15–19, 2014
Decatur, Georgia - Following the iNAPS Conference
Are you an experienced peer specialist looking for ways to connect and share best practices
with others at your level of experience? Are you looking for a curriculum you can bring back to
share with staff and other peer specialists in your organization? Could you benefit from
achieving a facilitator certificate that allows you to share a unique peer training with others?
If the answer to these questions is ‘yes,’ you might consider staying a few extra days after the
National Conference to experience this transformational training. Space is limited.
To register: http://www.dbsalliance.org/site/PageServer?pagename=education_training_peer_specialist_advanced or
contact Training@DBSAlliance.org for more information.
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NEED FUNDING TO ATTEND THE
8th Annual National Peer Specialist Conference
or Related Leadership Institutes?
We recognize that peer supporters, even if they are employed, often live in
poverty. One of our goals as an organization is to improve wages but
discrimination, prejudice and bias are tough barriers to overcome. We have
tried to keep conference registration fees to a minimum to make the annual
national peer support conference as affordable to as many as possible.
Even though there is an application for a scholarship to the conference in Atlanta in this
newsletter and on our website, the number of scholarships has dwindled in past years and no
scholarships are expected from the federal government this year. Will this lack of “free” funding
keep you from attending? It doesn’t have to!
What are the costs?

$ Registration fee—same as the last few years—$225 early bird rate (before August 1) and
$260 after that for non-members. Or, if you are a member of iNAPS, the early bird rate is
$195 before August 1 and $230 after that. (The rate for one day is $150 for non-members
and $120 for members)

$ Meals—two continental breakfasts and afternoon refreshments will be provided. Other
meals will be “on your own.”

$ Lodging—if you stay at the hotel where the conference is being held and register early the
rate will be $119 per night plus taxes (single/double). The conference is being held at the
Sheraton Gateway-Airport Hotel.

$ Travel—this depends upon where you are. Atlanta is a hub for Delta Airlines so that airline
may be less expensive. Check out Travelocity, Priceline, Orbit, Kayak, or a similar travel site
to find travel options. The hotel has a free shuttle that runs every 20 minutes to and from
the airport, so add the cost of tips to your plans. Also add the cost of ground travel to and
from any other locations you might want to visit while in Atlanta. Because the host hotel is
close to the airport, taxis/shuttles are more reasonable.

$ Pre-conference institutes and Recovery to Practice training—held immediately before
and/or after the conference. The cost of each institute or training event will be determined
by the institute organizers, and you will also need to plan for the extra days of lodging.
Here are some proven tips from other peer supporters’ experiences:

$ A positive attitude—one that focuses on success—is vital. Decades of research shows that
positive people who are creative and focus on their passions are more successful in all
aspects of life.
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$ Imagine what you might say to support a peer who may find a difficult challenge
overwhelming. Would you tell him/her to just give up? Or would you ask him/her to find
ways to overcome barriers?

$ Get creative—think outside the box! You may have funding sources you never imagined.
Talk to others about possible funding strategies.

$ Ask your employer for financial support—Most peer supporters attend the conference with
at least some (if not all) support from their employers. Emphasize what makes sense for
your ongoing education as a peer, that is, what you are going to get out of the event:

¢
¢
¢
¢

Skills that will help you support others better.
Innovative programs from across the country to use in your own workplace.
A network of peers who can be advisors for peer support at work and personally.
Access to the most recent research on peer support—we will be offering a special
track on peer support research from some of the country’s top social scientists.

$ Ask for support from friends and family—Instead of gifts for birthdays, anniversaries or
other special events, ask for cash for the conference.

$ Establish a savings account—A savings account will cause you to think twice about spending
saved money. It can also help you set goals as you watch the balance rise.

$ Try a special event or activity—Bake sales, dog walking/washing, car washing, house
cleaning, gardening, babysitting, etc. are all chores you can turn into fundraising
opportunities.

$ Ask local civic groups—Some civic groups such as the Lions, Moose lodges, etc., will support
individuals. Emphasize the community benefits and offer to make a presentation at one of
their gatherings to share the experience. What a great opportunity to spread the word
about peer support.

$ Ask state or local mental health organizations—Local and state mental health associations
and NAMIs sometimes help peers. If you don’t ask, you can be certain you won’t succeed! It
helps if you are a member of such organizations.

$ Ask yourself—How important is going to the conference to you? Putting off the purchase of
the newest cell phone, iPAD or stylish clothes can help you save. One participant once said,
“If you want to come badly enough, you’ll make it a high priority in your life. You have to
want it badly enough.”

We are striving to make this conference, which marks the 10th
anniversary of the International Association of Peer Supporters, the best
yet. Watch the newsletter and our website for more information as
plans for our celebration develop.
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Helpful Resources
Key Update!

Stay informed by subscribing to The Key Update, a publication of the

National Mental Health Consumers’ Self-Help Clearinghouse. For the current issue:
http://www.mhselfhelp.org/the-key-update-latest or subscribe: http://www.mhselfhelp.org

Recovery Opportunity Center Newsletter!
Recovery Opportunity Center is one of our Conference sponsors and partners
in offering Pre-and Post-Conference institutes. In their July newsletter they
offer many inspirational and practical wellness features, including the start of a series of video
interviews with Lori Ashcraft (as the interviewer) and people in recovery.
To access this month’s Recovery Opportunity Center newsletter, go to:
http://myemail.constantcontact.com/July-2014-Newsletter---FEATURED-VIDEO-.html?soid=1109229523685&aid=WuYC3w_itSc

Or visit their Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/recoveryopportunitycenter
Or subscribe by sending email to: newsletterroc@recoveryopportunity.com

See the DBSA June eUpdate, with announcements of upcoming training –
including Recovery to Practice NEXT STEPS for experienced peer providers.
http://www.dbsalliance.org/site/PageServer?pagename=education_eupdate_2014_June

To subscribe to the Peer Partnership e-newsletter, go to:
http://www.dbsalliance.org/site/Survey?SURVEY_ID=1200&ACTION_REQUIRED=URI_ACTION_USER_REQUESTS

SAMHSA Strategic Initiative “Leading Change 2.0”
SAMHSA’s Strategic Plan, Leading Change 2.0 outlines six key Strategic Initiatives that SAMHSA
will employ to meet new and existing goals, deliver on its mission, and realize its vision moving
forward. These Strategic Initiatives include the following:
• Prevention of Substance Abuse and Mental Illness
• Health Care and Health Systems Integration
To view the draft plan or give
• Trauma and Justice
feedback, go to:
http://store.samhsa.gov/leadingchange/feedback
• Recovery Support
/SAMHSA-Leading-Change%202-0.pdf
• Health Information Technology
• Workforce Development
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Conference Registration
8th National Peer Support Conference
Peer Support: Changing Times, Changing Profession
October 13 & 14, 2014
Sheraton Airport Gateway Hotel
Atlanta, GA
1900 Sullivan Rd, Atlanta, GA 30337
Phone: (770) 997-1100
Note: The hotel provides regularly scheduled shuttle service to and from the airport.
For hotel information, please visit the site: http://www.sheratonatlantaairport.com
Print and mail (or e-mail) to: Steve@naops.org
Or fax: (616) 233-0832
To register for the conference, complete this form and enclose payment. Each attendee
must complete a separate form. The registration fee covers conference workshops, two
continental breakfasts, and refreshment breaks only. Travel, hotel accommodations, and
other meals are not covered under registration fee.
A discount rate for lodging of $119 single/double plus applicable taxes, has been negotiated
for a limited number of rooms at the hotel for those who will be attending our conference.
Call the toll-free reservation line: 1-888-627-7046 and let them know you are attending the
NAPS conference, or access Sheraton Reservations for the discount rate online:
https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/booking/reservation?id=1312178257&key=36EC6
The number of discount rooms is limited so make your reservations early!

8th National Peer Support Conference
Peer Support: Changing Times, Changing Profession Registration

Register online (processing fee applies) https://2014-inaps-conf-atlanta.eventbrite.com
Or save credit card processing fees by submitting payment by mail with this form:
Name ___________________________________________________________
Telephone # ______________________________________________________
Street Address or P.O. Box ___________________________________________
City ____________________________ State ___________ Zip_____________
E-Mail Address (if available) __________________________________________
Any Special Needs (please indicate)_____________________________________
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Conference Registration -- 2
Choose sessions you are registering for and enter the total registration amount.
Full Conference
(2 days)
Early Bird
Before August 1,
September 1, 2014

Full Conference
(2 days)
Regular Price
After August 1,
September 1 2014

One Day of the
Conference

Total Registration
(Fill in the total below)

$225

$260

$150

Enter the Registration
Total:

Member rate: $195

Member rate: $230

Member rate: $120

Join iNAPS and save!! If you are not already a member, or your membership has lapsed,
submit your membership form at the time you submit this registration. Membership forms
can be found on our website: www.inaops.org, under the Join Us link.
iNAPS is a non-profit organization, Federal I.D. #46-1719864.
Payment must accompany registration form.
Checks should be made payable to “iNAPS” and sent with the registration form to:

iNAPS, P.O. Box 67, Trufant, MI 49347

To pay by credit card, please provide the following:
Name on Card_________________________________
Phone #_____________________________________
Card #_____________________________________________________
Expiration Date _______________________
Amount to be charged:

$_______________________
Or to register online (until September 1), visit:
https://2014-inaps-conf-atlanta.eventbrite.com

After August 1, 2014, visit the iNAPS website http://inaops.org/2014-national-conference/
for online registration and payment information.
Please Note: The pre-conference institutes on Oct. 11 & 12 will be sponsored by other
organizations and the National Conference registration fee does not include the costs of those
other institutes. More information on those events will be available soon! Visit
http://inaops.org/2014-national-conference/ to learn more.
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Organizations and Philanthropists…
Interested in earning national recognition and rewards?

Make a Donation toward the 8th Annual
National Peer Support Conference
This year will mark the 10th anniversary of the International Association of Peer
Supporters (formerly the National Association of Peer Specialists). Our association works to
promote and facilitate the use of peer supporters primarily in the substance use and mental
health disorder fields. We provide information valuable to the profession and also advance the
profession through education of other healthcare disciplines about the appropriate roles of
peer supporters.
The 2014 conference will be held in October in Atlanta, GA. Our speaker lineup includes
Steve Ford, son of former President Gerald and First Lady Betty Ford. Steve Ford is an
accomplished actor and has his own addictions experience. Other speakers include Larry
Davidson, Consultant and visionary Allen Daniels, Anthony Stratford of Australia, Anne Beales
of the United Kingdom, peer support pioneer Larry Fricks, and other experts in the
development of peer support.
Although we have a solid success record of national conferences, we want this one to be
our best yet. Unfortunately, peer supporters remain among the most low-paid in the healthcare
profession. To keep costs reasonable so we can serve as many peer supporters as possible, we
are seeking financial support. Below are some levels of support to consider:
•

Platinum-$5,000+: Donors receive a full-page recognition in the conference program,
complimentary exhibit table and conference registration for five.

•

Gold-$1,000-$5,000: Donors receive a half-page recognition in the conference program,
complimentary exhibit table and conference registration for two.

•

Silver-$200-$999: Donors receive a quarter-page recognition in the conference program
and complimentary exhibit table.

In addition to these benefits, donors may designate particular uses for the
funds provided. For example, donors may wish to sponsor specific attendees, a meal, a keynote
address or a reception. iNAPS is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization and any of these donations
may be tax deductible (see next page for details).
We hope you or your organization will consider becoming a donor for this important
event. Without the assistance of organizations and people who care deeply about peer support,
we would be unable to thrive. For questions or additional information, please contact Steve
Harrington, Executive Director, at: steve@naops.org.
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Our Conference Sponsors
This year, we have six early-bird sponsors and would like to recognize and thank them for their
contributions to our upcoming 2014 Conference in Atlanta, Georgia on October 13 and 14.
Generous contributions like theirs are what make the conference possible! To show your
appreciation (and ours) for their contribution, please visit their sites! If you like what you see,
“Like” them or otherwise let them know you appreciate their support!

Recover Resources

www.optum.com
www.recoverresources.com

http://www.crbhs.us
http://www.otsuka-us.com

Recovery Opportunity Center
http://recoveryopportunity.com
Office of Peer Recovery & Engagment
http://www.bhc.state.nm.us/BHConsumers/OCA.html

Your Organization Could Be Listed Here
Contact Steve Harrington for details.
steve@naops.org
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Membership Form
International Association of Peer Supporters
(iNAPS) A non-profit organization (www.inaops.org)
The International Association of Peer Supporters (formerly the National
Association of Peer Specialists) welcomes all who support peer support
in healthcare. We promote the use of peer support in a variety of settings, including but not
limited to mental health and addictions. Members receive a certificate, e-mail newsletter, and
registration fee discounts for the annual national peer support conference.
Join our ranks to be informed, involved and bring peer support to those who need it most!

To join, simply complete the following information form. The cost of membership is $25
annually. If you do not have an e-mail address or would like to receive your quarterly
newsletter in hard copy form, please check the box.

Please Print Clearly!
Name_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________
City______________________________________ State________ Zip_____________
E-Mail ________________________________________________________________
Amount Enclosed: $______________

I’d like to make a donation to help those who cannot afford membership $________
(Donations are tax-deductible for most people. Check with your tax expert.)
Please mail me a “hard copy” print version of the newsletter.

Please mail completed form to:
iNAPS, P.O. Box 67, Trufant, MI 49347
Fax: 616-233-0832
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